Block methods for the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are quite prominent in recent literature and second order initial value problems (IVPs) which falls in the family of ODEs is also a well explored area for the application of block methods. The introduction of hybrid block method methods for the solution of second order IVPs has gained good grounds in literature as the presence of off-grid points in the block method has increased the accuracy of the hybrid block methods. However, recent studies still continue to introduce new block methods that will perform more favourably than previously existing when compared in terms of error. Hence, a hybrid block method of order six is presented in this article to compete with previously existing methods of the same order and higher order. The methodology adopted in this article presents a new approach for developing the hybrid block method which is simple to implement and less computationally tiresome. The numerical results show this new 4-step 5-point hybrid block method performing better than previously existing methods.
Introduction
Consider the following equation y = f(x, y, y ), y(x 0 ) = y 0 , y (x 0 ) = y 0 .
(1.1)
It is of general knowledge that equations in the form (1.1) above with such conditions imposed are known as initial value problems (IVPs). Numerical solution of equations of this form is a very keen area of interest for researchers in literature, ranging from first order IVPs [6, 11] to higher order IVPs [7, 13] . The focus of this article however is on higher order IVPs (specifically, second order IVPs). Block methods for approximating the numerical solution of (1.1) have been vastly explored in literature. The key advantage of the adoption of block method has been in the improved level of accuracy displayed in comparison to previously existing methods (see [4, 9, 10] ).
Hybrid block methods on the other hand, which involve considering off-grid points when developing the block method have also been seen to be very effective when solving (1.1) in literature. The application of hybrid methods for the numerical approximation of (1.1) has been applied in predictor-corrector modes [8] , block-predictor corrector [2] and direct block methods [3, 4] . Although, this approach involves more function steps computation, the results obtained when solving numerical problems shows great advantage, especially when in comparison to previous methods of the same order or higher order as displayed in this article. This article is interested in considering recent non-hybrid block methods in literature of order six and higher that have been adopted to approximate (1.1). Order six was chosen as the developed hybrid block method in this work is of order six, hence a good basis for comparing the numerical results. These numerical results, as displayed at the latter end of this article has shown good superiority of the new hybrid block method when solving (1.1).
Likewise, the most commonly used approach for developing block methods has been the adoption of the approach seen in [1] . This is seen recent works of [6, 9, 14] . However, this article introduces another approach different from what is existing in literature on how hybrid block methods can also be developed. Therefore, asides from the introduction of a new hybrid block method that performs better than previously existing methods, this article also introduces a new approach for the development of hybrid block methods.
Derivation of the method
Consider the following multistep scheme
where its corresponding first derivative scheme is obtained from
The unknown coefficients in (2.1) and (2.2) are evaluated by adopting matrix inverse approach as shown below, that is, 
Expanding the terms in the difference operator (3.1) for each value of ξ using Taylor series expansion, gives a family of expressions that can be generalized in the form given below individually
A block method developed for solving second order differential equations is said to have order p with its error constant obtained at c p+2 , where c 0 = c 1 = c 2 = · · · = c p+1 = 0 and c p+2 = 0. Therefore, adopting this linear difference operator to the block schemes (2.3), the order of the schemes are (6, 6, 6, 6, 6) with error constants − 
Zero-stability of the block method
Normalizing the block schemes (2.3) to give the first characteristic polynomial as 
The roots of ρ(R) = 0 satisfy |R j | 1, j = 1, · · · , 5. Hence, the block method (2.3) is said to be zero-stable.
Convergence of the block method
A block method which is zero stable and has order greater than one is said to be convergent. Hence, the block schemes (2.3) satisfy these properties as shown in previous subsections and is therefore said to be convergent.
Numerical experiments
1. y = y , y(0) = 0, y (0) = −1, h = 0.1, y = 1 − e x ; 2. y + (1) and (2) are solved using the new order 6 hybrid block method and compared with the order 6 block method of [12] and the results are reported in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. Likewise, numerical experiment (2) was also solved by [5] with a block method of order 8 and the results is also reported in Table 2 ;
Numerical experiment (3) was solved using the new order 6 hybrid block method and compared with the order 7 block method of [9] . The numerical results are reported in Table 3 .
Discussion of results
In Tables 1 and 2 , the hybrid block method was compared with [12] where the authors also presented an order six block method. However, despite both block methods being of the same order, the hybrid block method showed better stability in results and improved accuracy. Furthermore, in comparison to the numerical method by [5] having a higher order (order 8), more convergent results to the exact solution were also displayed by the hybrid block method as seen in Table 2 . Table 3 finally shows another higher order method of order seven having less accuracy than the new block methods. This shows that the hybrid block method competes favourably with block methods of same order to itself or higher.
The convergence of the block method to the exact solution is displayed in figures. This is observed in the overlapping of the computed solution over the exact solution. 
Conclusion
This article has presented a new hybrid block method of order six for numerically approximating the solution of second order initial value problems. This hybrid block method has satisfied possessing properties that will confirm its convergence when applied to solve second order ODEs. This is seen in the numerical results shown above, where the hybrid block method shows a good level of convergence and likewise performing better than previously existing methods in literature. Hence, authors can conveniently utilize this hybrid block method when solving second order IVPs. Also, the new approach shown in this article for developing this method which from observation is seen to be less cumbersome than previously existing approach is also a new contribution to authors considering developing hybrid block methods.
